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Finnish Flow in Davos: Finland National under-35 Business Team brings
new solutions to global challenges at the side events of the World
Economic Forum Annual Meeting in January

Finland, the global solution maker in sustainability, health, environment, education,
quantum technologies and energy, is taking Davos by storm in January. For the first time,
Finnish Flow, an organisation behind the Finland National U35 Business Team, brings the
Finnish delegation to the world stage at Davos World Economic Forum side events
throughout the week starting on January 17th, 2022.

“Until now, Finland was represented by only a few participants in the official programming of the
World Economic Forum Annual Meeting. The Finnish business community has been absent
from the world’s most powerful business event gathering 20.000 participants in Davos side
events annually. We saw the problem, and we are here to fix it for good”, says Finnish Flow
co-founder Risto Kuulasmaa.

Finnish Flow founders and came up with the concept ofJanna Salokangas Risto Kuulasmaa
Finnish Flow after participating in Davos in 2020. From then on, their purpose has been to bring
Finnish solutions and young leaders to the global stage.

”We believe Finland has a lot to offer to the global community. We have selected eight Finnish
change makers who shape the future of the planet. Our young leaders are fighting causes
bigger than themselves and are proud to represent Finland and their companies in Davos. Our
main KPIs are new business and investments received and media exposure achieved for our
delegation members”, Finnish Flow co-founder Janna Salokangas declares.

Finnish Flow is a network of innovative partners and change makers

Finnish Flow is spearheaded by eight change makers, also known as the Finland National u-35
Business Team. Finnish Flow coordinates the Finnish business community’s presence in Davos
and organises and hosts side events at the World Economic Forum.

The change makers represent companies like Google Finland, Reaktor, ST1 and HundrED.
Finnish Flow partners are innovative global powerhouses like IQM Quantum Computers,
Supercell and iLOQ.

Dr. Jan Goetz, CEO at the Finnish quantum computing company IQM comments:

“We are on a mission to become the global leader in quantum computing and build quantum
computers for the well-being of humankind. We are excited to support Finnish Flow as the main
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partner and look forward to meeting the right decision makers at Davos. Together, we will build
the future of quantum technology, from Europe.”

Finnish Flow delegation member Ilkka Paananen, CEO of Supercell, adds:

“Finland needs more talent and that’s why it’s great to have the opportunity to tell the world
about Finland in Davos. Innovative companies, educated people and a great lifestyle are some
of Finland’s key assets that entice investors and talent.”

“The Davos themes, goals and stakeholders share the same values and sustainability goals as
our mission “Making life accessible”. iLOQ is a Finnish technology company that changes
mechanic locking to digital access management. As forerunners in our field, our job is to make
everyday life easier with a varied selection of safe and sustainable products”, Heikki Hiltunen,
CEO of iLOQ adds.

 Finnish Flow in Davos 2022

“We are curating speaking engagements for Finnish Flow participants in panels and events
during the WEF week. In addition, Finnish Flow is hosting an invitation-only evening event in the
legendary Schachalp Hotel. We are happy to collaborate with our Nordic friends such as the
Swedish Lunch organisers”, Janna Salokangas describes.

The WEF’s mission is to bring together the most significant leaders from all sectors of global
society and identify the best ways of addressing the world’s most pressing challenges. Nearly
3,000 participants including 53 heads of state from 117 countries participated in the 50th Annual
Meeting in 2020.

While Finnish Flow collaborates with the official WEF, its primary focus is to organise and
coordinate the programming in the Davos side events during the WEF week.

“January 2022 marks the beginning of Finnish business community’s presence in the Annual
Meetings in Davos. Our goal is to continue selecting the Change Makers on an annual basis
and create a diverse community doing international business. Finnish Flow is growing to
become an alumni of young leaders, seasoned professionals and partners growing together as
a part of the Finnish Flow.” Risto Kuulasmaa concludes.

Full list of Finnish Flow Change Makers and Finnish Flow partners:

Yacine Samb, Program Manager, Racial Equity, Diversity & Inclusion EMEA, Google Finland
Lasse Leponiemi, Executive Director & Co-founder, HundrED
Kristiina Siilin, Business Development Manager, Helen
Juuso Haaksivuori, Country Manager, Reaktor
Timo Huhtisaari, Director, Sustainability & Future Business, St1



Pia Henrietta Moon, Co-founder & CEO Carbo Culture
Anni Iso-Mustajärvi, Business Development Director, BeeHealthy

One change maker will be named later.

Finnish Flow Delegation members: IQM, iLOQ, Supercell

Finnish Flow Partners: City of Helsinki, Slush

More information and pictures:

Marjo Hellman, Head of communications, Finnish Flow
marjo@finnishflow.com, +358 44 9764456

Holly Ryan, Senior Account Executive, Citizen Relations
holly.ryan@citizenrelations.com, +44(0)7825 553 325
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